
- been these nations throughout the world which have had their Leaders who appointe d
themselves by means of force, rather than by popular election . That these nations an d
these leaders, a cultural effect of such governing systems compared to those i n
countries which sponsor elections by popular vote, will clearly show that there is a

great benefit in the electoral process .

This Awareness suggests that the banking cystem itself., whereby entities have bee n
given by their fathers and their father's fathers, and their ancestors, and their clos e
associates positions of power through economics to dictate over the lives of others b y
buying and selling armies, by buying and selling corporations, by funding this or tha t

venture, by denying this nation its needed funds while giving another nation grea t

wealth and power to violate others : this kind of economic manipulation which has occurre d

down through the past several thousand years, whereby wars have been staged, wars an d

violence and revolutions have occurred ; this kind of economic manipulation through occul t
forces of money by officials who where self-appointed oe chosen by their friends t o
regulate these monies, this as that which is the corruption of your political syste m

and all other systems upon this plane . This Awareness indicates this has even corrupte d
your religions . This Awareness indicates that when the economic system is such that i t
is maned by the people themselves, and the people create their own banks, choose their
own tellers and officials and can fire those tellers and officials If necessary, or '
can simp ly pay those tellers and officials a wage as any other public servant receives ,
Mien there becomes a freedom in the economic world which does not allow for the control s
and power.^ e f manipulation through economy over the poli_ti ..c.al, medical, religious an d '
communications systems .

This Awareness suggests that this entity asking these questions would , prosper from
reading a booklet called T1 Occult Use of power Through Money . This Awareness suggest s
this hook available from Alexander Thompson . This Awareness suggests this entity also
would prosper from the hook, yawns in theGame

Question : Her letter continues : "Question (5) . The desire to arrange things in an' '`exac t
geometric pattern is very human and is a way of expressing complexity in a simple way,
hut it is not natural . Twelve trees in an exact circle with exactly twelve branches :taxi
each tree are not in accordance with nature . The stars and the planets are not arranged
exactly. The study of ecology shows that nature achieves balance, but in an infinitely
varied and   Your eye-tern of clubs sounds natural, but your hierarch y
does not . "

Cosmic Awareness :

This Awareness indicates that the allegory  this Awareness gaveof using
trees, twelve trees with twelve branches, each  twelve limbs, each having twelv e
stems, was not an attempt to modify nature into  artificial reality . The purpose o f
this allegory was to explain a concept which entities could use to understand th e
workings of the structure -which this Awareness is presenting . This Awareness indicate s
that in nature, these trees do not exist ; that in reality a piece of graph paper is not
natural, but a. piece of graph paper is often necessary to present certain concepts o f
the mind, whereby the mind can foll.or' these concepts . This Awareness indicates tha t
straight lines do not exist in nature, yet the mind itself often uses paper with straigh t
lines in order to present concepts for the understanding of the reader .

(Editor's note . The letter being read is written on lined paper) .

Question : (6) "You don't say how the needed goods and services are to be produced . . . "

Cosmic Awarenes s

This Awareness indicates this as that which . comes further down the line . That ther e
can be many areas which need attention, that this is only one . That the initial purpose
of this AkashicRecord was to give the skeleton of the action ; that the flesh and th e
blood and the living parts shall be prc"ented later .

Question : "it's all very well to say that everyone will . create whet- . .wt. they want to
create, hat if too many people make pottery end too few make saw- ans, what will happen :
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Cosmic Awareness :

This Awareness indicates that there will become a shortage of saucepans, and whe n
there is a shortage of saucepans the price of saucepans will rise, Therefore entitie s
will begin to look at saucepans as a means of earning money from a needed product, and

these entities then will begin to make saucepans . This Awareness indicates this as a

matter of supply and demand .

Question : "City people need the produce of the farmer . But what if the farmer says : 'Why

should I have to work so hard, while you in the city amuse yourselves' . "

Cosmic Awareness :

This Awareness suggests the farmer may quit his work, sit down and rest . This Aware-

ness indicates that the farmer may choose to move to the city . This Awareness indicates

that the person in the city may decide to move to the farm which the farmer has abandoned .

This Awareness .indicates that there is a tendency for. entities to want that which th e

other has, and therefore to make changes at different times in their life . This Awarenes s

has not insisted that entities be stuck on a farm, or that entities be stuck in a city .

This Awareness indicates that It has given that if entities have the opportunity to d o

that which they choose to do, there tends to he a balance whereby those things . which

are important are done willingly and joyfully because the balance of nature is such tha t

the entities will produce that which is enjoyable for them to produce, and there will be

enough of a disbursement of energies whereby most products needed will be produced . Thi s
Awareness suggests that wherein there becomes a shortage, and entities become aware o f

that shortage, they can transfer . their energies into production of that which is necessary .

This Awareness . suggests that in the present system, there are vast amounts of energy

which goes into shuffling paper from desk to desk to keep track of profits, to advertis e
products, to attempt to create programs which will Grab profits for your particula r

purposes, for your bureaucracy, for your company : that there. are vast amounts of creative

energy put into action from the greed incentive purposes . This Awareness suggests tha t

there are many wasted hours of energy putinto production of war machinery,  thos e

various kinds of activities which are but competitive with others and which in tim e

becomes violative of others, which destroy the energies of others, or which are destroyed

by those who set themselves up as your enemy, or set themselves up to defend themselve s

against your attack .

This Awareness suggests that the competitiveness in the present system is that whic h

eliminates much energy which is created, which sets up clashes of energy designed to

wipe out others' energies . This Awareness suggests that the system which It is suggestin g
to entities upon this plane is one wherein there is no competition, but wherein there i s

an activity that allows for co-creative action, cooperative actions without great duplic -

ation or competitive duplications .

This Awareness suggests that for those who do not wish to participate in this action ,

there is still the  of free enterprise whereby entities can compete with one another. .

This Awareness' indicates this system does not contain military forces, does not contain

police forces, does not contain law enforcement for its own organization or its members .

It does contain certain rules which the entities place upon themselves by their own
agreement, and which the entities may plade upon those who are in the higher positions ,
but that those in the higher positions do not, and are not allowed to place rules upo n

those of the lower positions . The only rule which the entities of the lower position s
must follow in relation to those on the higher position, is the rule that allows thos e

on the upper tiers to resign if they wish to .

Question : "I would suggest that you start in your clubs by assessing the needs of you r

T embers . "

Cosmic Awareness :

This Awareness suggests that the very purpose of this Unified States of Awarenes s
has come about from this Awareness watching the tragedy upon this plane for severa l
thousand years, whereby this Awareness has assessed the needs of entities upon thi s
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and again and again, has offered solutions again and again and again, whereby the needs
continue to grow, to change, to become more widespread, to become more universal in
their nature . This Awareness indicates that the purpose of the Un_ified States of Aware-
ness is not to control entities, but to look at that which is necessary and to respon d
to those necessities . This Awareness suggests that, each level, in each tier, in eac h
branch, in each limb, and each individual within the Unified States 	 f Awareness, wil l
he assessing the needs of those on the level below, bringing that assessment up to hi s
or her own level, sharing this with those in his or her own cluster, and attempting t o
find a solution that will satisfy the needs of those below ,

Question : "Considering how to satisfy them if possible, producing the goods in your
community and only trading when necessary, not ?usto get rid of surplus .When it come s
to trading, the most important kind is between city and country so it is vital to improv e
the understanding and friendship between city folk and country folk ." She conclude s
with : "We will. begin our course with the study of Anthropology, with special referenc e
to the economies of simple societies, as we feel we should be able to understand th e
true nature of man and his needs . I think you would benefit from this . We are also
discussing the ethics of economic e . I would like to discuss your economics along with .
other alternate economics . Is it OK to duplicate those parts of it, of the record, before
I return it? Yours sincerely, M .L ., School of New Economics, Peace River, Alberta . "

Cosmic Awareness :

This Awareness wishes th point out to this entity that there is more involved i n
this action than the branch dealing with economics, this being the 8th branch . There is
also the activity within human affairs that deals with property ownership ; the activity
which deals with communication systems ; the activity which deals with the environmenta l
and domestic needs of entities . There is the activity which deals with cultural level s
and artistic expression . There are activities dealing with records, classifications ,
computerizations, and order . This Awareness indicates there are activities dealing wit h
connseli ng, consulting and balancing of human affairs . There are activities concerne d
with foreign countries, with the extension and expansion of human consciousness . There
are activities concerned with engineering and structuring, building and planning, Ther e
are activities concerned with social welfare programs . There are activities concerne d
with the individual and his or her integration in terms of all aspects of one's life .
There are activities concerned with the health, diet   .

This Awareness indicates there are many facets and many activities which are being
considered in this Unified. States of Awareness . That to go into extreme detail on an y
one of these areas et this time would be to ignore the others . This Awareness indicate s
that information which has been given thus far as only opening the tip of the iceberg .
That this as only giving the conti:eptual level of the first tier of an organization that
expands in quantum leaps, down through many tiers, wherein each tier multiplies itsel f
twelve times .

This Awareness indicates this multiplication to the twelfth power by each tier a s
that which not only relates unto numbers of entities involved, but relates also unt o
positions and activities and affairs of human endeavors .

This Awareness suggests that before moving into consideration-of criticisms suc h
as has been given in this letter, that further readings relating unto the Unified State:,
of Awareness• be concerned with the further unfolding of this information . This Awarenes s
indicntec that, in essence, the energies spent on answering questions of this kind, i n
answering criticisms of this kind, are wasteful energies that could be used for unfoldin g
the further picture of the Unified States of Awareness . This Awareness indicates thi s
as likened unto an entity seeing a baby being born., and when. the hair of the hea d
appears, the criticisms begin . This Awareness indicates that when the baby is completel y
horn and is ready to be presented for judgment by the critics, then is the time for th e
critics to be given their say . This Awareness indicates there are two types of entitie s
-upon this plane : those who do the work of creating, and those who criticize the creators .
This Awareness indicates those who are sharp with their criticism seldom accomplish any -
thing other than to force the creators to work harder . (END OF READING)


